
Crane began their legacy in the RV market 
over 30 years ago as the first to introduce 
fiberglass into the market and as the one 
and only manufacturer of genuine Filon 
fiberglass. Our complete lineup of Filon 
solutions continues to set the standard for 
the industry.
In addition to leading sidewall panels, Crane 
Composites offers interior panels and roof panels for 
the complete Crane package on your RV.  
Composed of an advanced resin system and 
fiberglass, all Filon RV panels provide resistance to 
dents, dings, mold, mildew and bacteria growth. The 
exclusive gel-coat surface is highly scratch and 
abrasion resistant, adding years of life to an RV. For a 
seamless, no leak roof panel that flexes in all the right 
places and is highly scratch and puncture resistant 
with excellent weathering conditions, choose our 
Filon Flexroof. For a stylish and moisture resistant 
interior panel, our Varietex and DESIGNS Interiors 
complete your RV.

FILON® Flexroof + VARIETEX® & DESIGNS  Interiors

product info
FLEX ROOF

Filon Flexroof
     • Smooth Finish: RVSR
     • Embossed Finish: RVPR

INTERIOR PANELS

Interior Panels, Class A & C, per ASTM E-84 
   • 4 textures in a variety of colors
   • Endless custom opportunities

benefits
MOLD + MILDEW RESISTANT

Filon FRP panels are resistant to humidity and moisture 

SUPERIOR WEATHERING

Withstands elements in a variety of climates

EASY TO INSTALL

Panels are flexible and easily laminated

EASY TO MAINTAIN 
FRP wipes away clean with ease 

IMPACT RESISTANT

Durable Filon panels are resistant to scratches and dents

product specs

discover the difference

frp surface systems



100% American Made
Discover the Difference with genuine Crane Filon- products proudly made in the USA! No one else stands behind 
their product like Crane. Filon products are manufactured in Jonesboro, Arkansas and Florence, Kentucky.

Crane package complete with Flexroof + Interiors
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Embossed

FLEXROOF PANELS

Exterior and Interior Panel Options

Smooth

INTERIOR PANELS

Linen Texture
multiple color options

Patterns
endless color options

Sandstone Textue
multiple color options

FILON®

FLEXROOF PANELS

flexible, seamless, no-leak roof that is abrasion resistant 
with excellent weathering properties

easy to clean and moisture resistant interior panels that bring 
style and customizability to any area

VARIETEX® & DESIGNS
INTERIOR PANELS


